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The CAPT Science Framework was developed by an advisory committee of Connecticut
educators and is based on current research and theory about science instruction and assessment.
The CAPT Science Framework is based on the idea that science is not only a body of
knowledge, but also a way of thinking about the world around us and a concern for how that
knowledge is used. The framework thus addresses three major questions: What do students know
in science? (Conceptual Understanding), What do students do with their scientific knowledge?
(Applications), and How do students know in science? (Experimentation). The content is drawn
from three major areas: (1) Life Science, (2) Physical Science and (3) Earth Science. The CAPT
Science Framework was developed using the Connecticut Guide to Curriculum Development in
science. It should be noted that the science component of the CAPT is not a test of high school
science content, but rather a cumulative assessment covering science content and skills that
students should have acquired in grades K–10.

Assessing Conceptual Understandings and Applications
The goal of teaching scientific concepts is to increase students’ understanding of the natural
world around them. But what does it mean to understand a concept? For the CAPT,
understanding a concept means going beyond the recall of facts to using one’s knowledge to
describe, explain and make predictions about various phenomena based on that knowledge.

Science does not exist in a vacuum. Rather, it is a vital part of today’s world serving to inform
and advance society. For this reason, students need to be able to apply scientific reasoning and
knowledge to solve daily life and technological problems. In addition, students need to be able to
communicate scientific understandings through words, graphs, charts and equations. The
assessment of conceptual understanding and applications includes both multiple-choice and
open-ended questions.

One of the goals of science education is to prepare students for adult life. This means helping
students make informed decisions about issues of society, the environment and technology. The
CAPT Interdisciplinary Writing test assesses students’ abilities to apply their scientific
knowledge and skills along with what they have learned in other subject areas to these issues.
(See CAPT Interdisciplinary Writing Test 2005 Administration: Released Items and Scored
Student Responses for more information.)

CAPT Science Framework
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Assessing Experimentation
Science is not a matter of belief; rather, it is a matter of conclusive evidence that can be
subjected to the tests of observation and objective reasoning. Experimentation and the ability to
apply scientific reasoning to solve problems are a major focus of the Science assessment.

To assess experimentation, students participate in a hands-on laboratory activity several weeks
prior to the written test. This performance task asks students to design and carry out their own
experiments to solve a problem and write about their results in an authentic format. Students are
not scored on their actual performance on this task at the state level. Rather, teachers are
encouraged to score their own students’ work and provide students with feedback about their
performance. On the written test, students are given follow-up questions which relate directly to
the hands-on task. These questions are scored at the state level and become part of the student’s
score on the science portion of the CAPT.
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CAPT Science Process Strands

CONCEPTUAL UNDERSTANDING AND APPLICATION OF SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE

• Describe natural phenomena with appropriate scientific terms.

• Explain natural phenomena with scientific concepts.

• Predict future events based on scientific knowledge.

• Apply scientific reasoning and knowledge.

• Interpret and communicate scientific information using words, equations, graphs and charts.

EXPERIMENTATION

• Recognize and define problems for scientific investigations.

• Design appropriate procedures to solve the problem.

• Predict the results based on knowledge of problem-related content.

• Conduct investigations, collect data and record observations.

• Interpret data, draw conclusions and assess their validity.

CAPT Science Content Strands

LIFE SCIENCE

• Ecosystems

• Genetics and Evolution

• Cells

• Human Biology

PHYSICAL SCIENCE

• Structure of Matter

• Reactions and Interactions

• Forces and Motion

• Energy Sources and Transformations

EARTH SCIENCE

• Astronomy

• Earth’s Natural Resources

• Meteorology

• Earth History and Dynamics
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Life Science
Ecosystems
As a result of studying various ecosystems:

Students understand that while matter is recycled in an ecosystem, there is a one-way flow
of energy in ecosystems.
• Explain how carbon dioxide and water are converted into energy-rich foods through an

energy capturing mechanism (photosynthesis).

• Describe the transfer of energy from the sun to the environment and back to space, through
food webs consisting of producers, consumers and decomposers.

• Describe the oxygen, carbon, and nitrogen cycles and explain their significance.

Students understand how the number and variety of organisms and populations are
dependent on the resources and physical factors of their environment.
• Explain how changes in resources, predation and climate can affect the growth of different

populations.

• Explain how organisms have adapted to environmental conditions in different biomes.

• Explain how human activity can impact the stability of various ecosystems.

Genetics and Evolution
As a result of studying patterns of heredity and historical changes in life forms:

Students understand how each organism carries a set of instructions (genes composed of
DNA) for specifying the components and functions of the organism.
• Describe how genetic materials are organized in genes and chromosomes in the cells of

living organisms.

• Explain how the genetic information from both parents is mixed in the fertilized egg to
produce an individual with new combinations of genes and traits.

• Explain how genes are related to inherited traits and how genes can be manipulated by
modern technologies.

Students understand that the basic idea of biological evolution is that the Earth’s
present-day species developed from earlier species.
• Explain how environmental changes can lead to the extinction and evolution of

species.

• Describe how fossils and anatomical evidence provide support for the theory of
evolution.
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Cells
As a result of observing and studying cells in single and multiple-celled organisms:

Students understand the basic structures and functions of living cells.
• Describe the basic similarities and differences found in the structures of plant, animal and

bacterial cells.

• Describe the structure and explain the main functions of skin, nerve, muscle and blood cells.

• Explain how the cell membrane helps cells to maintain their unique internal composition.

Students understand that cells divide for growth of the organism, repair, and reproduction.
• Describe the process of mitotic cell division and explain how this process is important in

growth of the organism and repair of tissues.

• Describe the process producing reproductive cells (meiosis) in females (egg cells) and males
(sperm cells).

Human Biology
As a result of studying the structure and function of the human body:

Students understand the structure of the human body and how environmental conditions,
nutrition, physical activity, and pathogens affect its functioning.
• Describe the structure and function of the major human organ systems (e.g., the circulatory,

respiratory, digestive, reproductive and nervous systems).

• Explain the role of nutrients and physical activity in the functioning of the human body.

• Explain the human body’s defense system against infectious diseases and the role of
antibiotics and vaccinations.
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Physical Science
Structure of Matter
As a result of working with different materials and learning theories about the structure of matter:

Students understand the basic structure of atoms and the properties of elements.
• Describe the basic structure of atoms (including protons, neutrons and electrons) and how

the atoms of one element are alike and different from other elements.

• Describe the organization of the elements in the periodic table, including the properties and
electronic arrangements of elements in the first three periods.

Students understand the use of physical and chemical properties to classify and
describe matter.
• Describe the different physical properties that are used to classify matter, including density,

melting point and boiling point.

• Explain that new substances are formed when atoms combine by transferring or sharing
electrons (i.e., ionic and covalent bonding).

• Explain the differences among atoms, elements, molecules, compounds, and mixtures, and
give examples of each using common materials.

Reactions and Interactions
As a result of studying changes in matter and how they occur: 

Students understand the differences between physical and chemical changes of matter.
• Describe the physical states of matter (solids, liquids and gases) in terms of the arrangement

and motion of particles, and explain how heat is related to changes in the physical state
of matter.

• Describe the differences between chemical and physical changes of matter and explain how
chemical changes involve the rearrangement of molecules, atoms or ions to form new
substances.

Students understand that materials interact with each other in various forms.
• Explain that the total matter and energy are conserved in synthesis and decomposition reactions.

• Describe combustion and corrosion reactions of materials with oxygen (i.e., burning,
respiration and rusting).

• Describe the chemical structures and properties of acids and bases and relate them to the
properties of common household products.
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Forces and Motion
As a result of studying the motion of different objects:

Students understand that energy and matter interact through forces that result in changes
in the motions of objects.
• Explain the relationships among distance, time, and speed, interpret graphs of motion and

perform calculations using the equation Distance � Speed � Time.

• Describe Newton’s three laws of motion, apply them to everyday phenomena and perform
calculations using the equation Force � Mass � Acceleration.

• Describe the effects of gravitation on the motion and weight of masses.

Students understand the nature of electricity and magnetism.
• Describe the factors that affect the electrical forces between charges and explain how electric

currents and magnets exert a force on each other.

• Describe the effects of voltage and resistance on the flow of electric charges in a series
circuit.

Energy Sources and Transformations
As a result of studying various forms of energy:

Students understand the nature of various forms of energy.
• Identify various forms of energy including light, heat, chemical, electrical and mechanical

energy in various physical settings.

• Describe kinetic and potential energy transformations in biological, chemical, mechanical
and electrical systems.

• Describe simple machines, including ramps, levers, and pulleys, and explain their use in
terms of work and forces.

Students understand the properties of sound and light.
• Describe different classifications within the electromagnetic spectrum in terms of their

wavelengths, energies, effects on living organisms and uses in modern technologies.

• Describe the wave properties of sound, including volume and pitch.

• Explain the behavior of light, including reflection, refraction, absorption and the
phenomenon of color.
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Earth Science
Astronomy
As a result of learning about the solar system and the universe:

Students understand the structure, motion, and composition of stars, planets, and other
bodies, with an emphasis on our solar system.
• Describe the orientation, direction and duration of the movement of the Earth around its axis

and around the sun, and relate these to day/night cycles and the seasons.

• Explain how the changes in the relative positions of the sun, moon and Earth affect the
phases of the moon and eclipses, and describe tidal variations.

• Describe our solar system, including the estimated size, composition and surface features of
the sun, planets, and lesser members.

• Explain how astronomers collect and interpret information to determine the motion, structure
and composition of stars.

Earth’s Natural Resources
As a result of studying the Earth’s natural resources:

Students understand that the Earth has various natural resources important to all living
organisms.
• Describe how essential natural resources (i.e., air, water, soil and minerals) vary in their

abundance, and explain the importance of conservation and recycling of natural resources.

• Describe sources of fresh water and the importance of water to life.

Students understand the use of the Earth’s natural resources by humans.
• Describe renewable and nonrenewable sources of energy and the advantages and disadvantages

of their use.

• Use maps to identify geological features and determine locations, scales and directions.

Meteorology
As a result of studying the Earth’s weather and climate patterns:

Students understand that our atmosphere is dynamic and has patterns of weather systems.
• Explain how winds originate and are affected by the unequal heating of the Earth’s surface,

the rotation of the Earth and the distribution of land and water surfaces.

• Explain the water cycle and the energy that drives it.

• Explain how meteorologists collect and interpret meteorological data from various sources.

Students understand the reasons for the distribution of climates around the world.
• Explain how regional climates are determined by energy transfer from the sun and are

influenced by cloud cover, the earth’s rotation, oceans and mountains.

• Explain the possible causes and effects of global phenomena, including El Niño, global
warming and ozone depletion.
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Earth History and Dynamics
As a result of studying the composition of the Earth and the changes it undergoes:

Students understand interactions among the Earth’s lithosphere, hydrosphere,
atmosphere, and biosphere.
• Describe how plate tectonics is related to the interior composition of the Earth, including

its core, mantle, and crust, and relate it to major geological events, including earthquakes,
volcanic eruptions and mountain building.

• Explain how the formation, weathering, sedimentation and reformation of rock constitute
a continuing rock cycle.

• Describe how waves, wind, water and ice shape the Earth’s land surface.

• Describe how geological history and major time periods can be determined using evidence
from fossils and rock sequences.
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Open-Ended Items
Open-ended items are those for which a student must write a short response to a question.
Included in this packet are the four open-ended experimentation items which appeared on
the CAPT as a follow-up assessment to the hands-on performance task. In addition, one
open-ended item is included for each of the three content areas (Life Science, Physical
Science and Earth Science).

CAPT open-ended items are scored on a four-point scale (0–3) using a holistic scoring method.
This method involves judging the overall quality of the student response. The general scoring
rubric for the science open-ended items (see following page) describes the characteristics of a
response at each score point. Included with each item is the content guide (description of a good
response to the question), the specific scoring rubric for the item (description of each score
point), and the classification of the item based on the CAPT Science Framework. This is
followed by two scored student responses at each score point along with a brief discussion of
why the response received a particular score.

Keep in mind that the scoring criteria are based on reasonable expectations of grade ten students
responding under testing conditions. Students are given approximately five minutes to respond to
each open-ended item. The responses are therefore less polished than they might be if students
were given more time to revise their answers. In addition, students are asked to respond to a
wide variety of scientific topics, many of which they may not have studied for some time. All of
this is taken into consideration when scoring the responses.

Multiple-Choice Items
To foster depth of understanding, the CAPT multiple-choice items are organized in clusters
related to particular scenarios. In addition, some clusters include specific information at the
beginning which students can use in answering the questions. To stress the interdisciplinary
nature of science, some clusters make connections between concepts of the major content areas.
Multiple-choice items designed to assess life science, physical science and earth science are
included in this packet. Also included are four multiple-choice experimentation items that were a
follow-up assessment to the hands-on performance task.

Items Found in This Packet
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Each score category contains a range of student responses which reflect the descriptions
given below.

Score 3
The response is an excellent answer to the question. It is correct, complete, and appropriate
and contains elaboration, extension, and/or evidence of higher-order thinking and relevant prior
knowledge. There is no evidence of misconceptions. Minor errors will not necessarily lower
the score.

Score 2
The response is a proficient answer to the question. It is generally correct, complete, and
appropriate, although minor inaccuracies may appear. There may be limited evidence of
elaboration, extension, higher-order thinking, and relevant prior knowledge, or there may
be significant evidence of these traits but other flaws (e.g., inaccuracies, omissions,
inappropriateness) may be more than minor.

Score 1
The response is a marginal answer to the question. While it may contain some elements of a
proficient response, it is inaccurate, incomplete and/or inappropriate. There is little if any
evidence of elaboration, extension, higher-order thinking, or relevant prior knowledge. There
may be evidence of significant misconceptions.

Score 0
The response, although on topic, is an unsatisfactory answer to the question. It may fail to
address the question, or it may address the question in a very limited way. There may be no
evidence of elaboration, extension, higher-order thinking, or relevant prior knowledge. There
may be evidence of serious misconceptions. 

Scoring Rubric for Science Open-Ended Items
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Skateboard Ramp
A skateboard ramp is being built at a local park. After rolling down a starting ramp and along a flat
surface, skateboarders roll up an elevation ramp. The skateboarders want to go as high as possible
above the ground on the elevation ramp.

There are several variables that may affect the height above ground level the skateboarders can
reach, such as the angle of the elevation ramp, the angle of the starting ramp and the mass of the
skateboarder. You will investigate two of these variables using cardboard ramps and a plastic bottle
to represent the skateboarder, as shown below.

Your task:

Part I: You and your partner will design and conduct an experiment to determine how the angle of
the elevation ramp affects the height above ground level the skateboarder can reach.

Part II: You and your partner will design and conduct an experiment to determine how a different
variable that you choose affects the height above ground level the skateboarder can reach.

During the activity, you will work with a partner (or possibly two partners). Each of you must keep
your own lab notes because after you finish the experiment you will work by yourself to write a report
describing your investigation.

You have been provided with the following materials and equipment. It may not be necessary to use
all of the equipment that has been provided. You may use additional materials and equipment if they
are available.

1 plastic bottle with cap Access to water

Cardboard ramp Access to a balance

2 wood blocks 1 graduated cylinder

1 metric ruler Splash-proof safety goggles

1 small plastic cup

1 plastic protractor

Masking tape (to tape down the flat surface of the ramp)

CAPT Science Performance Task
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Steps to follow:

PART I

1. State the problem you are going to investigate. Clearly identify the independent and dependent
variables that will be studied. Write your problem statement on page 4.

2. Design an experiment to solve the problem. Your experimental design should match the
statement of the problem, should control for variables and should be clearly described so
that someone else could replicate your experiment. Use a control and perform multiple trials,
as appropriate. Write your experimental design on page 4.

3. Show your designs to your teacher before you begin your experiments. Your teacher’s approval
does not necessarily mean that your experiments are well designed. It simply means that, in your
teacher’s judgment, your experiments are not dangerous or likely to cause an unnecessary mess.

4. Do your experiments after receiving approval from your teacher. 

5. Record the results of your experiments on the pages provided. Label any tables, charts or graphs
that you use. Your notes will not be scored, but you will refer to your data later when you write a
report about your experimental findings. You must keep your own notes because you will not
work with your partner when you write your lab report.

PART II:

Repeat steps 1 through 5 to investigate the variable that you chose for Part II.

Clean up your materials when you have finished your experiment. Your teacher will give you
instructions for clean-up procedures, including proper disposal of all materials.

To set up your experiment:

a)  Fill the plastic bottle with water to start your first experiment.

b)  Use the wood blocks to create a starting ramp and an elevation ramp, as shown in
the diagram.

c)  Position the small plastic cup at the bottom of the elevation ramp. When the bottle
rolls down the starting ramp, it will push the plastic cup up the elevation ramp.
The point at which the cup stops will help you measure the skateboarder’s height
above ground level.

CAPT Science Performance Task
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Skateboard Ramp

Students in a science class carried out the Skateboard Ramp experiment. The diagram below shows
the model of the skateboard ramp that they used.

Group A carried out the following experiment:

1. Set up the starting ramp at a 15° angle.

2. Set up the elevation ramp at a 10° angle.

3. Add water to the plastic bottle.

4. Roll the bottle down the starting ramp so it pushes the plastic cup up the elevation ramp.

5. Measure the height above the ground that the cup reached on the elevation ramp.

6. Repeat steps 1 through 5 but change the angle of the elevation ramp.

Our results are shown below:

1. Do you have enough information to replicate Group A’s experiment? If you think you do, tell
what information you have. If you think you do not, tell what other information you would need.

Write your answer in your answer booklet.

Elevation Ramp Angle

10°
20°
30°

Height Above Ground Level

4.5 cm

4.2 cm

4.3 cm

2005    Science 149
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CAPT Experimentation Open-Ended Questions:
Skateboard Ramp
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2. What conclusion can be drawn from Group A’s experiment and results? How valid do you think
this conclusion is? Explain your answer fully.

Write your answer in your answer booklet.

Group B carried out the following experiment:

1. Set up the elevation ramp at a 10° angle.

2. Put different amounts of water in the bottle.

3. Place the bottle on the starting ramp and let it roll down.

4. Measure how high above ground the bottle goes on the elevation ramp.

Our data:

3. What are the variables that need to remain constant in Group B’s experiment? Explain why it is
important to keep them constant.

Write your answer in your answer booklet.

Skateboarder Height

Amount of
Water in Bottle

00 mL

10 mL

20 mL

30 mL

Elevation
Ramp Angle

10°
10°
10°
10°

Trial 1
Height (cm)

Trial 2
Height (cm)

Trial 3
Height (cm)

Average
Height (cm)

4.4

3.7

5.8

6.4

3.2

4.5

4.9

7.2

4.1

5.6

5.2

5.9

3.9

4.6

5.3

6.5
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Group C carried out the following experiment:

1. Put the starting ramp at 5°.

2. Fill the bottle with water.

3. Put the elevation ramp at 15°.

4. Roll the bottle down the starting ramp.

5. Measure how high the bottle gets on the elevation ramp.

6. Change the angle of the starting ramp and repeat experiment.

Data:

4. What, if anything, could Group C have done to improve their experiment? Explain your
answer fully.

Write your answer in your answer booklet.

3.2 cm

4.3 cm

5.0 cm

6.5 cm

7.7 cm

5°
10°
15°
20°
25°

Height of Bottle
on Elevation Ramp

Angle of
Starting Ramp

Skateboard Ramp (continued)
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Skateboard Ramp
1. Do you have enough information to replicate Group A’s experiment? If you think you

do, tell what information you have. If you think you do not, tell what other information
you would need.

There is not enough information to replicate the experiment. The most important information
that is not known includes:

• how much water was added to the bottle (mass of the bottle)

• where on the starting ramp did the bottle start rolling down

Group A has included some of the important information that is needed to replicate the
experiment, including the angles of the starting and elevation ramps.

Score 3
The response states that there is not enough information to replicate the experiment. It includes
both pieces of important missing information listed above. It is well elaborated.

Score 2
The response states that there is not enough information to replicate the experiment. It includes
one piece of important missing information listed above. There is some elaboration.

Score 1
The response states that there is not enough information to replicate the experiment. It includes
less important missing information from the experiment.

-or-

The response states that all of the information needed to replicate the experiment is included. It
is limited to information that was given.

Score 0
The response fails to mention any relevant missing information from the experiment. It mentions
little or no information that was included in the experiment.

2005    Science 152
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Question 1 Score 3

Scored Student Responses for Skateboard Ramp

The response states that there is not enough information to replicate the experiment. The response
is correct, complete and well elaborated.
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Question 1 Score 3

Scored Student Responses for Skateboard Ramp

The response states that there is not enough information to replicate the experiment. The response
is correct, complete and well elaborated.
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Question 1 Score 2

Scored Student Responses for Skateboard Ramp

The response states that there is not enough information to replicate the experiment. The response
is correct, but is missing one of the key pieces of information.
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Question 1 Score 2

Scored Student Responses for Skateboard Ramp

The response states that there is not enough information to replicate the experiment. The response
is correct but incomplete. It is not well elaborated.
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Question 1 Score 1

Scored Student Responses for Skateboard Ramp

The response states that there is not enough information to replicate the experiment. There is little
elaboration and key information is missing.
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Question 1 Score 1

Scored Student Responses for Skateboard Ramp

The response describes why the student feels there is enough information. Minimal elaboration
is included.
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Question 1 Score 0

Scored Student Responses for Skateboard Ramp

The response fails to mention any relevant information. There is limited elaboration.
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Question 1 Score 0

Scored Student Responses for Skateboard Ramp

The response fails to mention any relevant information. The elaboration is incorrect.
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Skateboard Ramp
2. What conclusion can be drawn from Group A’s experiment and results? How valid do

you think the conclusion is? Explain your answer fully.
The following conclusions are reasonable from the results of the experiment:

• The best angle for the elevation ramp is 10°, because at that angle, the bottle went the
highest on the elevation ramp (4.5 cm).

• The angle of the elevation ramp does not affect the height reached by the bottle on the
elevation ramp because there is no clear pattern in the results (data are similar).

• The optimal angle of the starting ramp cannot be determined from the experiment and
results because of flaws/concerns listed below.

The validity of the conclusion should be questioned due to the following flaws or concerns:

• Only one trial was conducted for each angle.

• Only three elevation angles were tested.

• There are not large differences between the three angles in terms of the height above
ground that the bottle reached on the elevation ramp.

• It is not known if certain variables were kept constant in the experiment (e.g., place on
the starting ramp that the bottle began for each trial).

Score 3
The response draws a reasonable conclusion based on the data and discusses at least one flaw
related to Group A’s experimental design. A flaw includes any of the points listed above. The
response is correct and well elaborated (this may include a discussion of other flaws in the
experimental design).

Score 2
The response draws a reasonable conclusion and discusses one flaw related to Group A’s
experimental design. There is less elaboration than the Score 3 responses or it contains
inaccuracies.

-or-

The response draws a reasonable conclusion and is well elaborated, including a discussion of the
data and/or use of prior knowledge. No flaws in the experiment are included.

-or-

The response fails to draw a reasonable conclusion but discusses more than one flaw in the
experiment with accurate elaboration.

Score 1
A reasonable conclusion is drawn. No flaws in Group A’s experiment are accurately discussed.

-or-

A reasonable conclusion is not drawn. One or two flaws in Group A’s experiment are mentioned
with little or no accurate elaboration.

Score 0
A reasonable conclusion is not drawn. No flaws in Group A’s experiment are accurately
discussed.
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Question 2 Score 3

Scored Student Responses for Skateboard Ramp

The response draws a reasonable conclusion based on the data and discusses at least one flaw. The
response is correct and well elaborated.
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Question 2 Score 3

Scored Student Responses for Skateboard Ramp

The response draws a reasonable conclusion based on the data and discusses at least one flaw. The
response is correct and well elaborated.
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Question 2 Score 2

Scored Student Responses for Skateboard Ramp

The response draws a reasonable conclusion and discusses one flaw, but it contains inaccuracies.
Elaboration is limited.
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Question 2 Score 2

Scored Student Responses for Skateboard Ramp

The response fails to draw a reasonable conclusion, but the discussion of the flaw is correct and
well elaborated.
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Question 2 Score 1

Scored Student Responses for Skateboard Ramp

2005    Science 166

A reasonable conclusion is not drawn. The elaboration, though correct, is limited.
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Question 2 Score 1

Scored Student Responses for Skateboard Ramp

A conclusion is given, but the elaboration contains some inaccuracies.
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Question 2 Score 0

Scored Student Responses for Skateboard Ramp

A reasonable conclusion is not drawn and the explanation is inaccurate.
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Question 2 Score 0

Scored Student Responses for Skateboard Ramp

A reasonable conclusion is not drawn. No flaws are discussed.
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Skateboard Ramp
3. What are the variables that need to remain constant in Group B’s experiment? Explain

why it is important to keep them constant.
The following variables need to remain constant in Group B’s experiment:

• the angle of the elevation ramp

• the angle of the starting ramp

• the starting point (height) of the bottle on the starting ramp

• the type/size of the bottle

• the method used to measure the height the bottle reaches on the elevation ramp
(e.g., pushing the plastic cup up the ramp)

It is important to keep these variables constant in order to isolate the effect of the independent
variable (amount/mass of water in the bottle) to be sure that its effect is being tested and not
other variables.

Score 3
The response identifies at least two variables that need to be controlled in Group B’s experiment.
The response also correctly explains why it is important to control these variables. It is correct
and elaborated.

Score 2
The response identifies at least two variables that need to be controlled in Group B’s experiment.
The explanation as to why it is important to control the variables is incomplete or contains
inaccuracies. It is less elaborated than the Score 3 responses.

-or-

The response identifies one variable that needs to be controlled in Group B’s experiment. The
response also correctly explains why it is important to control these variables. It is correct and
elaborated.

Score 1
The response mentions one or two variables that need to be controlled in Group B’s experiment.
There is little or no explanation as to why it is important to control the variables.

-or-

The response fails to identify any variables that need to be controlled in Group B’s experiment.
The response correctly explains why it is important to control variables in an experiment.

Score 0
The response fails to identify any variables that need to be controlled in Group B’s experiment.
The response also fails to explain why variables should be controlled in an experiment.
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Question 3 Score 3

Scored Student Responses for Skateboard Ramp

The response clearly identifies two variables that need to be controlled. It is correct and
well elaborated.
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Question 3 Score 3

Scored Student Responses for Skateboard Ramp

The response clearly identifies two variables that need to be controlled. It is correct and
well elaborated.
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Question 3 Score 2

Scored Student Responses for Skateboard Ramp

The response clearly identifies one variable that needs to be controlled. It correctly explains the
importance of the control.
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Question 3 Score 2

Scored Student Responses for Skateboard Ramp

The response identifies two variables that need to be controlled. The elaboration is limited and
contains some inaccuracies.
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Question 3 Score 1

Scored Student Responses for Skateboard Ramp

The response mentions two variables that need to be controlled, but no explanation is included.
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Question 3 Score 1

Scored Student Responses for Skateboard Ramp

The response fails to identify a variable, but it correctly explains the importance of controlling
variables in the experiment.
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Question 3 Score 0

Scored Student Responses for Skateboard Ramp

The response fails to identify any variables that need to be controlled and also fails to explain why
they should be controlled.
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Question 3 Score 0

Scored Student Responses for Skateboard Ramp

The response fails to identify any variables that need to be controlled and also fails to explain why
they should be controlled.
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Skateboard Ramp
4. What if anything could Group C have done to improve their experiment? Explain your

answer fully.
The following could have been done to improve the experiment:

• measured the amount/mass of water added to the bottle

• specified the starting point of the bottle on the starting ramp and kept this constant for
all trials

• conducted multiple trials for each angle of the starting ramp and averaged the results

• specified how they measured the height the bottle reached on the elevation ramp
(i.e., used the plastic cup)

• provided description of how the experiment was set up

The following are positive aspects of the experimental design:

• The group tested a wide range of angles for the starting ramp.

• The group appears to have kept the amount of water and angle of the elevation ramp
constant throughout the experiment.

Score 3
The response describes at least two ways that Group C’s experiment could have been improved.
It is correct and well elaborated (this may include a discussion of other flaws or positive aspects
of the experimental design).

Score 2
The response describes at least two ways of improving Group C’s experiment. There is less
elaboration than the Score 3 responses or it contains inaccuracies.

-or-

The response describes one method of improving Group C’s experiment with accurate
elaboration.

Score 1
The response includes one way of improving Group C’s experiment with little or no accurate
elaboration.

-or-

The response fails to describe any improvements to Group C’s experiment but describes positive
aspects of the experiment.

Score 0
The response fails to describe any ways of improving Group C’s experiment. The response also
fails to describe the positive aspects of Group C’s experiment.
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Question 4 Score 3

Scored Student Responses for Skateboard Ramp

The response clearly describes two ways that the experiment could be improved. It is correct and
well elaborated.
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Question 4 Score 3

Scored Student Responses for Skateboard Ramp

The response clearly describes two ways that the experiment could be improved. It is correct and
well elaborated.
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Question 4 Score 2

Scored Student Responses for Skateboard Ramp

This response describes one method of improving the experiment and contains accurate elaboration.
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Question 4 Score 2

Scored Student Responses for Skateboard Ramp

This response describes one method of improving the experiment and contains accurate elaboration.
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Question 4 Score 1

Scored Student Responses for Skateboard Ramp

This response includes one way of improving the experiment, but contains limited elaboration.
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Question 4 Score 1

Scored Student Responses for Skateboard Ramp

This response includes one way of improving the experiment, but contains limited elaboration.
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Question 4 Score 0

Scored Student Responses for Skateboard Ramp

This response fails to describe any ways of improving the experiment.
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Question 4 Score 0

Scored Student Responses for Skateboard Ramp

This response fails to describe any ways of improving the experiment.
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CAPT Experimentation Multiple-Choice Questions:
Skateboard Ramp

Group D carried out the following experiment:

1. Place the starting ramp at a 20° angle.

2. Add 20 mL of water to the plastic bottle.

3. Place the bottle at top of starting ramp.

4. Roll the bottle down the starting ramp.

5. Determine how high the bottle goes on the elevation ramp.

6. Do the experiment again changing the angle of the elevation ramp.

Data:

5. Which of the following is the best statement of the problem that Group D is investigating?

a. How does the height the bottle is able to reach on the elevation ramp affect the angle of the
starting ramp?

b. How does the height the bottle is able to reach on the elevation ramp affect the angle of the
elevation ramp?

c. How does the angle of the starting ramp affect the height the bottle is able to reach on the
elevation ramp?

d. How does the angle of the elevation ramp affect the height the bottle is able to reach on the
elevation ramp? �

6. Group D made the following statement in their report, “As the angle of the elevation ramp
increases, the height the bottle reaches on the elevation ramp increases.’’ This statement ______.

f. is a conclusion supported by their results

g. is a conclusion not supported by their results �

h. refers to a variable held constant in the experiment

j. refers to the control in the experiment

Angle of
Starting Ramp

Angle of
Elevation Ramp

Height
Bottle Goes

5°

10°

15°

20°

20°

20°

20°

20°

Goes off end of ramp

5.8 cm

6.0 cm

5.9 cm
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Group E carried out the following experiment.

1. Add some water to the plastic bottle and measure its mass.

2. Starting at the top, roll the bottle down the starting ramp set at an angle of 30°.

3. Measure the height above ground the bottle reaches as it rolls up the elevation ramp.

4. Repeat the procedure but add more water to the bottle each time.

The table shows our results:

7. Which of the following is the best display of the results of Group E’s experiment?
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Height Above Ground on Elevation Ramp (cm)

Trial 1

3.7

4.4

5.2

Trial 2

4.5

5.3

6.0

Average

4.1

4.9

5.6

Mass of Bottle
and Water

14 grams

20 grams

28 grams
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CAPT Experimentation Multiple-Choice Questions:
Skateboard Ramp (continued)

Note: Answers reduced from original printed size.

a. � b.

c. d.
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CAPT Experimentation Multiple-Choice Questions:
Skateboard Ramp (continued)

8. According to Group E’s results, as the mass of the bottle increases ______.

f. the angle of the elevation ramp increases

g. the angle of the elevation ramp decreases

h. the height above ground the bottle reaches on the elevation ramp increases �

j. the height above ground the bottle reaches on the elevation ramp decreases
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CAPT Physical Science Open-Ended Question:
White Light

White Light

32. The sun, a flashlight and a candle all emit light. Using any equipment, describe how you can
demonstrate that white light is composed of the spectrum of colors. What scientific principles
explain your demonstration?

Write your answer in your answer booklet.
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White Light
There are several demonstrations that could show that white light is composed of a spectrum
of colors.

1. Pass white light through a prism or other similar object (e.g., raindrops to produce
a rainbow).

2. Pass white light through a diffraction grating.

3. Pass white light through a spectroscope.

4. Pass white light through various colored filters.

5. Shine white light on objects of various colors.

6. Shine various colors of light together to form white light.

A prism, diffraction grating and spectroscope all separate the various wavelengths of white light,
resulting in a spectrum of colors being seen. White light contains various wavelengths of visible
light (seen as colors) that travel at different speeds through different mediums. This means that
each wavelength of light will bend or refract at different angles as it passes through the prism or
other mechanism, resulting in the colors being separated.

Score 3
The response includes a valid demonstration and correct explanation based on scientific
principles. It is well elaborated.

Score 2
The response includes a valid demonstration and partially correct or complete explanation based
on scientific principles. It is less elaborated than the Score 3 responses.

Score 1
The response includes either a valid demonstration or partial explanation based on scientific
principles. The response may contain significant misconceptions and/or omissions.

Score 0
The response fails to include a valid demonstration or explanation based on scientific principles.
The response may contain serious misconceptions and/or omissions.
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Score 3

Scored Student Responses for
White Light

This response includes a valid demonstration and explanation based on scientific principles. It is
correct and well elaborated.
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Score 3

Scored Student Responses for
White Light

This response includes a valid demonstration and explanation based on scientific principles. It is
correct and well elaborated.
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Scored Student Responses for
White Light

Score 2

The response includes a valid demonstration and partially complete explanation based on scientific
principles. It contains less elaboration than a Score 3.
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Scored Student Responses for
White Light

Score 2

The response includes a valid demonstration and partially complete explanation. It fails to mention
refraction, and the elaboration is limited.
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Score 1

Scored Student Responses for
White Light

This response includes a valid demonstration, but only a partial explanation. The response contains
significant misconceptions (reflection).
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Scored Student Responses for
White Light

Score 1

This response includes a valid demonstration, but only a partial explanation. The response contains
significant misconceptions (reflection).
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Score 0

Scored Student Responses for
White Light

The response fails to include a valid demonstration or explanation based on scientific principles.
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Scored Student Responses for
White Light

Score 0

The response fails to include a valid demonstration or explanation based on scientific principles.
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Changes in Species Over Time

33. Wolves that live in snowy climates often prey on rabbits. Some rabbits can move quickly across
deep snow because they have large feet that don’t sink into the snow. Rabbits without this
adaptation move more slowly across the snow. Explain how natural selection might cause the
rabbit population to change over time.

Write your answer in your answer booklet.

CAPT Life Science Open-Ended Question:
Changes in Species Over Time
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Changes in Species Over Time
Slight genotypic and phenotypic variations occur within a species. As these variations within a
population are passed on to future generations, they are incorporated with other variations that
may result in an increased adaptation of the organisms to the prevailing environment. These
organisms are better adapted to survive changes that may occur within their environments.
Natural selection is nature’s way of allowing only those organisms best adapted to survive and
reproduce, thus passing on the traits necessary for future generations to survive. A change in
species over time is a slow process.

Score 3
The response explains how natural selection will cause the rabbit population to change over
time. It is correct, complete and well elaborated.

Score 2
The response explains how natural selection will cause the rabbit population to change over
time. It is less elaborated than the Score 3 responses. It may be incomplete or contain
inaccuracies.

Score 1
The response partially explains how natural selection will cause the rabbit population to change
over time. It contains limited elaboration. Misconceptions may be present.

Score 0
The response fails to explain how natural selection will cause the rabbit population to change
over time. Misconceptions may be present.
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Score 3

Scored Student Responses for
Changes in Species Over Time

This response clearly explains how natural selection will cause the rabbit population to change over
time. It is correct, complete and well elaborated.
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Score 3

Scored Student Responses for
Changes in Species Over Time

This response clearly explains how natural selection will cause the rabbit population to change over
time. It is correct, complete and well elaborated.
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Scored Student Responses for
Changes in Species Over Time

Score 2

This response explains how natural selection will cause the rabbit population to change over time. It
contains less elaboration than a Score 3 response.
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Score 2

Scored Student Responses for
Changes in Species Over Time

This response explains how natural selection will cause the rabbit population to change over time. It
contains less elaboration than a Score 3 response.
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Score 1

Scored Student Responses for
Changes in Species Over Time

The response partially explains how natural selection will cause the rabbit populations to change
over time. It contains limited elaboration.
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Scored Student Responses for
Changes in Species Over Time

Score 1

The response partially explains how natural selection will cause the rabbit populations to change
over time. It contains minimal elaboration.
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Scored Student Responses for
Changes in Species Over Time

Score 0

The response fails to explain how natural selection will cause the rabbit populations to change over
time. It contains misconceptions and minimal elaboration.
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Score 0

Scored Student Responses for
Changes in Species Over Time

The response fails to explain how natural selection will cause the rabbit populations to change over
time. It contains misconceptions and minimal elaboration.
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Changes In The Atmosphere

34. Long-term studies of average temperatures on Earth’s surface have provided evidence that
human activity may be causing global warming. Describe a cause and two possible effects of
global warming.

Write your answer in your answer booklet.

CAPT Earth Science Open-Ended Question:
Changes in the Atmosphere
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Changes in the Atmosphere
There are natural reasons that Earth is warming up, but human activity is contributing to global
warming by producing too much carbon dioxide and other gases, known as greenhouse gases.
These gases trap heat that would otherwise escape into space. Humans burn fossil fuels and
destroy forests that absorb carbon dioxide. Because of this, the amount of carbon dioxide in the
air has increased 25%, and the average temperature has increased by 0.5°C since the 1890s. So,
as carbon dioxide in the atmosphere increases, temperatures will continue to increase. This
increase could cause a rise in sea level by the melting of glaciers and polar ice caps. As
temperature rises and land is flooded, the temperate zones will change. Areas that now produce
food crops will not be productive. Areas at higher latitudes might become productive.

Score 3
The response describes a cause for global warming AND gives two effects. It is correct,
complete and well elaborated.

Score 2
The response generally describes a cause for global warming AND gives one or two effects. It is
less elaborated than the Score 3 responses. It may be incomplete or contain inaccuracies.

-or-

The response gives two effects. It is well elaborated and contains no misconceptions.

Score 1
The response partially describes a cause for global warming. It contains limited elaboration.
Misconceptions may be present.

-or-

The response correctly gives one or two effects of global warming. It contains limited or no
elaboration. Misconceptions may be present.

Score 0
The response fails to describe a cause or give any effects for global warming. Misconceptions
may be present.
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Score 3

Scored Student Responses for
Changes in the Atmosphere

The response describes a cause for global warming and gives two effects. It is correct, complete and
well elaborated.
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Score 3

Scored Student Responses for
Changes in the Atmosphere

The response describes a cause for global warming and gives two effects. It is correct and
well elaborated.
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Score 2

Scored Student Responses for
Changes in the Atmosphere

The response describes a cause for global warming and gives two effects. It contains less
elaboration than a Score 3 response and fails to mention CO2.
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Score 2

Scored Student Responses for
Changes in the Atmosphere

This response gives two effects but no cause. It is well elaborated.
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Score 1

Scored Student Responses for
Changes in the Atmosphere

This response correctly describes only one effect of global warming. It contains misconceptions and
limited elaboration.
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Score 1

Scored Student Responses for
Changes in the Atmosphere

This response correctly describes only one effect of global warming. It contains misconceptions and
limited elaboration.
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Score 0

Scored Student Responses for
Changes in the Atmosphere

The response fails to describe a cause or give any effects for global warming. Misconceptions
are present.
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Score 0

Scored Student Responses for
Changes in the Atmosphere

The response fails to describe a cause or give any effects for global warming. Misconceptions
are present.
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Earth’s Resources

Earth has a variety of environments. Each has different resources.

16. The glaciers of Antarctica __________.

f. provide salts that maintain the pH of ocean water
g. influence worldwide water temperatures �
h. prevent volcanic eruptions in Antarctica
j. cause air currents to rise over the South Pole

17. When fossil fuels are burned to produce energy, they __________.

a. produce air pollutants that can affect the quality of air �
b. release excess carbon dioxide that decreases the rate of photosynthesis
c. form heavy fog from heat collecting over the oceans
d. form radioactive particles in the atmosphere

Antarctica

CAPT Earth Science Multiple-Choice Questions:
Earth’s Resources
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18. Insecticides and pesticides affect the environment by __________.

f. increasing salinity of the oceans
g. changing the landscape of an area through erosion
h. collecting in and polluting fresh water supplies �
j. destroying fossil fuels that are important energy sources

19. Which of the following is true about recycling glass and aluminum?

a. Energy is created in the recycling process.
b. Recycled glass and aluminum always have different properties from the original materials.
c. Recycling glass and aluminum reduces the amount of resources taken from the Earth. �
d. It takes more energy to recycle aluminum than to extract it from the ground.

CAPT Earth Science Multiple-Choice Questions:
Earth’s Resources (continued)
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A Trip to the Hospital

A patient suffering from a sore throat goes to a doctor in a hospital to get a check-up. During the exam
the doctor collects the following information:

20. The patient’s pulse rate of 110 beats per minute is considered to be high. A judgment about this
pulse rate cannot be made unless the doctor knows the patient’s __________.

f. gender
g. blood type
h. water consumption just before examination
j. activity just before examination �

21. The doctor strikes the patient’s knee with a small rubber hammer and observes the reaction. The
doctor is checking the __________.

a. nervous system �
b. muscular system
c. circulatory system
d. skeletal system

Patient Information

Blood Pressure

Temperature

Pulse

Weight

Height

Throat

160/90

99.9°F

110 beats/minute

203 lbs

5' 10"

Red, irritated
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22. A blood-typing test is performed on the patient. One of the patient’s parents has type O blood
and the other parent has type AB blood. What are the possibilities for the patient’s blood type?

f. A or O
g. A or B �
h. B or O
j. B or AB

23. The patient needed a vaccination. Vaccinations prevent disease by __________.

a. preventing viral DNA from entering the body
b. destroying toxins produced by bacteria
c. stimulating the production of antibodies �
d. increasing red blood cell production
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Charged Up

Electricity in one form or another appears all around you, from lightning in the sky to bonds between
atoms that hold molecules together.

24. Each diagram shows two pith balls (foam balls coated with aluminum) hanging from strings.
A pith ball can be given a positive (+) or a negative (-) electrical charge. Which of the following
diagrams shows a correct way in which the charged balls will be attracted to or repelled by
each other?

25. If three batteries are connected in series to the circuit, which of these shows the proper
connection?

a. b.

c. d.

f. g. h. j.

CAPT Physical Science Multiple-Choice Questions:
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